In recent times, The Internet has become a huge information resource which contains information in multiple languages. Users are not acquainted with all languages and this language diversity becomes a great barrier for world communication. Cross-Language Information Retrieval (CLIR) provides a solution for this language barrier where a user can search the required information in his regional language. In this paper, a CLIR system is proposed based on Parallel Corpus (PC). A set of parallel sentences are extracted from PC which are based on query words. Term frequency matrix and cosine similarity measure are used for identifying target language translation. The proposed Term Frequency Method (TFM) approach is compared with Probabilistic Lexicon Method (PLM) approach and result analysis shows that proposed TFM approach performs better than the PLM approach.
Introduction
Nowadays the internet has overwhelmed by multi-lingual content. The classical IR normally regards the documents and sentences in other languages as unwanted "noise" 1 . Global internet usage statistics shows that the numbers of web access by the non-English users are tremendously increased. But, all of them are not able to express their queries in English 1 . The needs for handling multiple languages introduce a new area of IR that is CLIR. CLIR provides the accessibility of relevant information in a language different than the query language 11 . In CLIR, a user query is translated by either direct translation i.e. Dictionary-Based Translation (DT), Corpus-Based Translation (CT) and Machine Translation (MT) or indirect translation i.e. Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI), Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA) etc. 15 . There are two types of direct translation approaches namely query translation and documents translation. A lot of computation time and space is elapsed in document translation approach so query translation approach is preferred 9 . DT approaches have issues of word translation disambiguation and dictionary coverage. MT and CT approach required a parallel corpus. Although it is very difficult to get a parallel corpus but if it is available then CT approach is very effective 2, 12 . Most of the researchers were utilized parallel corpus to create a probabilistic dictionary. Giza++ 2 tool is used to create a probabilistic word alignment table where each word has multiple translations associated with probability score. Query words are translated based on either maximum probability score or Point-wise Mutual Information (PMI) score. Query word translation based on PMI score gives a very poor result because the probability of co-occurrence of two words at sentence level is very low. So in our implementation, we used maximum probability score. GIZA++ training takes much time for creating probabilistic word alignment table. Indirect translation method like LSI uses the parallel corpus to create dual semantic space. LSI method used a relational algebra method, Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) and term-frequency matrix which is very large for the given parallel corpus, so computation cost of LSI method is very high 15 . The proposed approach provides an intermediate solution where a small term frequency matrix is utilized to identify target language translation instead of creating word alignment table by GIZA++, so computation cost is very less. Queries are tokenized and a set of parallel sentences are selected from parallel corpus such that each sentence contains at least one query word. A threshold is empirically defined for selection of parallel sentences for each word to reduce computation cost. Term-frequency matrix is created from selected parallel sentences which contain source language query word vectors and target language sentence word vectors. Cosine similarity measure is used to identify target language translation. Vector space retrieval model is used for target language document retrieval. Related work is discussed in Section 2. The Proposed approach is discussed in Section 3. Experiment results and discussion are presented in Section 4.
Related Work
Pingali et al. 3, 4 were experimented with Hindi and Tamil to the English language. They used Bilingual dictionary for query translation. Out Of Vocabulary (OOV) terms were transliterated using the probabilistic algorithm. Target documents were retrieved using extended Boolean model and Vector based ranking model. Makin et al. 5 were experimented with Hindi document collection. Approximate string matching techniques (LCSR, Jaro-Winkler and Levenstein) were explored to exploit a large number of cognates among Indian languages. They were concluded that bilingual dictionary with cognate matching and transliteration achieved better performance than the bilingual dictionary alone. Sethuramalingam et al. 6 were experimented with FIRE 2008 data. Combinations of dictionaries were used for query translation. Named entities and OOV words were translated using CRF-based named entity recognition tool. Documents were retrieved using Lucene's OKAPI BM25. Jagarthanam et al. 8 were exploited Compressed Word Format (CWF) algorithm for named entity transliteration. Jagarlamudi et al. 7 were prepared a Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) system which trained on aligned parallel sentences and a word alignment table was created. Queries were translated in the target language with the use of SMT and transliteration technique. Relevant documents were retrieved using a language modelling based retrieval algorithm. Pattabhi et al. 10 were experimented with FIRE 2010 Tamil-English language pair. Named entity terms were extracted from Tamil queries and translate them individually. Bajpai et al. 13 were analysed the CLIR system for various Indian language and a prototype model was suggested. Queries were translated using any one technique including MT, dictionary based and corpora based. A common problem of word disambiguation was resolved using WSD technique further Boolean, Vector space and Probabilistic model was used for IR.Pingali et al. 14 were used the bilingual lexicon and statistical lexicon created by parallel corpora for query translation. OOV words were transliterated by rule-based method. Mahapatra et al. 16 were used GIZA++ tool to get word alignment table from the parallel corpus and sentence word overlap score and WordNet similarity score was used for selecting the best translation. Saravanan et al. 17 were created probabilistic translation lexicon by statistical learning on parallel corpora. OOV words were handled with transliteration generation or mining technique. Surya et al. 18, 19 were used GIZA++ tools to create word alignment table and CRF model was trained on this word alignment table for OOV word transliteration. Larkey et al. 20 were used the probabilistic dictionary for query translation. Bradford et al. 21 were used Machine Translation software to create parallel corpora and Cross-Lingual LSI method was used for CLIR. Nie et al. 22 were created probabilistic lexicon from the parallel corpus and the Probabilistic model combining with bilingual dictionary were used for query translation. Udupa et al. 23 were used GIZA++ tool to create a probabilistic lexicon and machine transliteration for OOV words. 
Proposed Approach
The CLIR approach is divided into two steps. (1) Query Translation; where a query string is tokenized, stop-words are eliminated and query words are translated into target language. (2) Document Retrieval; where a Vector Space Model (VSM) is used to retrieve target language documents against the translated queries. Two Approaches are proposed for query translation those are Probabilistic Lexicon Method (PLM) and Term Frequency Method (TFM).
Probabilistic lexicon method
Source language query string is tokenized and stopwords are eliminated to reduce noise in translation. Giza++ tool is used to create a probabilistic lexicon from the parallel corpus. The source language query words translation is selected based on maximum target language translation probability. This method is depicted in Fig. 1 .
Term frequency method
Term frequency method is presented in Fig. 2 . Source language query string is tokenized and stop words are eliminated to reduce unnecessary translation. A corpus of parallel sentences are exploited for selection of parallel sentences such that every sentence contains at least one query word. Selected parallel sentences are merged such that each sentence S i contains source language and target language sentence. A term frequency matrix is created which contains word vectors for terms, where terms are all target language words which are occurred in selected parallel sentences and source language query words as illustrated in Fig. 2 . In word vectors, target language word entry with the corresponding sentence will be 1 if target language word is fully matched in a sentence. Source language query word entry with the corresponding sentence will be 1 if source language query word is fully matched in a sentence. If source language query word is not fully matched then extract all source language words from the selected parallel sentences which have the length range between 70% to 130% length of source language query word. Compute longest common subsequence score between source language query word and all the selected words from the selected parallel sentence and if any word get to score more than 75% then the source language query word entry with the corresponding sentence will be 1. Further, Cosine Similarity Score (CSS) is computed for each source language word against all target language words and select target language word with the maximum CSS. CSS computed between two given vectors A = {a 1 , a 2 , . . . a N } and B = {b 1 , b 2 , . . . b N } is shown in equation 1.
Experiment Results and Discussion
The proposed approach is evaluated with FIRE 3 2010 and 2011 datasets, which contains a topic set of 50 Hindi language queries and a set of target English language documents. Topic set includes <title>, <desc> and <narr> tag field in each query. We experimented with only <title> tag field. A Hindi-English parallel corpus 44 is exploited in both PLM and TFM approaches. Vector space model is used for indexing and retrieval. CLIR system is evaluated by using Recall and Mean Average Precision (MAP). Recall is the fraction of relevant documents that are retrieved. MAP for a set of queries is the mean of the average precision score of each query. Precision is the fraction of retrieved documents that are relevant to the query. Comparative result analysis of PLM and TFM is presented in Table 1 . The proposed TFM approach achieves better MAP than the PLM approach. PLM approach takes much time during the training phase and it also requires a huge corpus. The proposed TFM approach does not require huge corpus, it takes only 250 to 500 sentences per query word. So here we get two benefits with TFM approach over PLM approach, i.e. TFM method would be beneficial for the resource-poor language as it does not require huge corpus, and computation time for target language translation is also reduced. The proposed TFM approach is also eliminate the big disadvantage of LSI approach, as LSI approach also used a huge parallel corpus and build a very large matrix which takes a lot of time for computation. The threshold for selecting a number of parallel sentences for each query word is decided empirically which are250 for FIRE 2010 and 500 for FIRE 2011 as shown in Fig 3. It is very straightforward from the graph that the MAP is approximately equal for every selection of sentences above 90. However Maximum MAP achieved for FIRE 2010 is 0.2637 with 250 sentences. MAP achieved for FIRE 2011 with TFM approach with 500 sentences is approximately equal to PLM approach. Since FIRE 2011 topics set have short queries compare to FIRE 2010. So MAP score is lower and a number of selected parallel sentences are more. Fig. 3 . MAP Score Against Number of Parallel Sentences Selected in TFM Approach.
Conclusions and Future Work
The proposed TFM approach achieves very good MAP without using full parallel corpus and also perform fewer computations compare to LSI approach. A maximum of 0.2637 MAP achieved for FIRE 2010 and 0.1623 MAP for FIRE 2011 with only <title> tag. FIRE 2011 topic set have short length queries so their MAP with TFM approach is approximately equal to PLM approach while in the case of FIRE 2010 topic set, MAP achieved with TFM approach is greater than PLM approach. The experiment result analysis shows that the proposed TFM approach is better than PLM approach. In future, the proposed approach will be tested with Wikipedia sentences or parallel sentences extracted from the web.
